Join Hiram Mancias for a live demonstration on creating a bonsai tree.

In April 2008, Hiram retired from the computer industry where he did sales and technical support. He has worked with some of the best bonsai artists in Florida such as Ed Trout, Wilbert Caneas, Tony Diep and Ed Trout. He learned quickly because of his natural ability to foresee and draw the future of a tree, which he then creates. Hiron joined The Bonsai Society of Miami in 2008 and continued to study the art while developing his style and focusing on the style he most passionately about, the Liberal. In 2010, Hiron became the Vice-President of the Bonsai Society of Miami as well as Show Chairman in 2013. He has also been a featured bonsai artist for the Florida Bonsai Magazine. Hiron is always willing to share his knowledge and love for this art. He has written several articles on tropical bonsai for ABS magazine. Hiron strives to give a unique presentation when he does a demo or a workshop. He will embrace unusual and exotic compositions which are “outside the box” and that have made him a popular and respected artist. His love of the art to create bonsai pushes him to continually learn new methods. He created OFlora Bonsai Studios where he teaches and sells bonsai tree materials online.

טותן פורנפ סאן גראנד אוף
Explore the new tropical fern garden featuring exotic, endangered and rare ferns from the tropics and sub-tropics.

A & P Growers Variety of tree and unusual plants
H & H Bamboo Variety of bamboo species, tropical and ornamental plants, butterfly, hummingbird and hummingbird feeders
D. R. Bates Florida Bonsai
Florida Bonsai
Bamboo Orchid Gardens Variety of rare and unusual orchids
Flamingo Gardens Plant Sale Variety of rare and unusual plants
Beau Monde Orchids Rare and unusual orchids
Jesse Durko Nature and world percussion with modern electronic beats and sounds
JJC Woodworks Garden Influencers
Faux the Love of Art Book
Bello Tropicals Hand crafted wood art
Bamboo 4 U Handcrafted bamboo plant holders
Prim The Tribe is a world fusion band that blends Australian didgeridoo, Indian sitar and world percussion with modern electronic beats and sounds.
D. R. Bates Florida Bonsai

Visit a variety of vendors with plants, accessories, yummy treats and more!
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